
 

 
Board Meeting 11 February 2016  

6 pm – 8 pm  
Hut 5B Re-Creation Room 

 
 

Attendees: Amanda Brown, Yvette Andrews (Chair), Colleen Sutherland, Dina Petrakis, 

Dare Kavanagh (CEO), Scott Brunsdon, Brooke Hutchison, Deborah Stevenson 

Apologies: Fiona Katauskas  
 
 

MINUTES 
 
1) Welcome - Chair welcomed the Board. 
 
2) Review Minutes and action log  
Ammendment to the December minutes from the 10 December meeting be made. 

In 1) Welcome and introductions -  to read ‘The Board was notified of Fiona 

Chisholm’s resignation and circumstances by the Chair at the meeting’. The Board 

endorsed the change. 

 
Two additional agenda items be added to the agenda  

1. Board Vacancy  
2. Strategic Plan 

Minutes of meeting moved by SB, second by DS. 
 
 
3. WORKPLACE HEALTH AND AFETY  

i) Incidents  
No individual incidents were reported. 

 

ii) Issues and risks  
DK raised the issue of workload pressures on the team, particularly the Retail Manager now that 

the temporary retail projects/ assistant role which was temporarily funded is not being filled 

due to lack of ongoing funding. DK noted that this was raised for information only at this stage, 

and DK will continue to monitor and manage. 

 
iii) Current actions 

DK suggested that Kirsten and Andrew have increased control and decision making over the 

casual staff budget line (approximately $50,000) for discretionary staffing where required to 

alleviate workload pressures. DK will monitor and manage staff impact. 
 

 
4. FINANCIAL REPORT  
CEO reported financials and talked to the proposed revised budget as tabled. 
 



DK invited the Board to examine the revised budget and make comment. CS requested 

meeting to discuss the budget in more detail with DK offline. 
 
ACTION: AB and DK to continue working on insurance in May  
ACTION: CS and DK to discuss budget off line 

 

Adoption of the Revised Budget was proposed by AB, seconded by DP. 
 
 
5. FINANCIAL REPORT – INCLUDING BREAKDOWN OF SALES  
DK noted that Reverse Garbage is almost meeting targets, primarily due to a reduction 

in staff costs due to staff leave, and a longer holiday period over Christmas, combined 

with above expected sales. The work of the Board and the staff was acknowledged in 

achieving sales and exceeding expectation during the Christmas and January period. 

 
Report discussed.  Cash reserves currently exceed liabilities. It was noted that cash 

reserves include funds already committed. Re wholesale craft supplies: cross sales 

occur when people come in for other things, and purchase craft supplies as a value 

add. This increases RG’s customer offering and is in line with RG philosophy. 

 

Financial Reports adopted moved by DP, seconded by AB. 
 
 
5. INDUSTRIAL ISSUES 

Addressed in CEOs report 

 
6. STRATEGIC PLANNING UPDATE   
DP raised the possibility of approaching a professional facilitator experienced in the not-

for-profit sector to work with the Board on developing a strategic plan and process. The 

work would be undertaken pro bono. DK outlined the process in 2015, where an 

external facilitator gathered information through research with Board, customers and 

staff which was in part driven by the change / updating the Constitution. The 2015 

process delivered the 5 pillars of the current strategic direction which is a 12 month 

business oriented plan. The current plan ends June 2016, and is used as a working 

document. 

 
Board resolved to engage an independent strategic planner to  

• evaluate and review current business plan, and facilitate a 3-5 year strategic plan  
• conduct a half day planning session, and to help the Board develop a strategic 

planning process 

• The timing of this work will be set by the Board 
 
ACTION: DK share the outcomes of the strategic planning research with new Board 

members  



ACTION: DP to investigate contact for facilitator/ strategic planner for pro bono 

work 

 
DK noted that a student approached RG to work on the strategic plan as part of a 6 

week research strategy, 20March – end April. Has a sustainability background, and 

there was discussion around how best to utilize the research opportunity to RG’s 

advantage. DK will seek to engage him to research and survey, including door stops 

and phone calls, with the aim of identifying why retail sales have dropped. 

 
ACTION: ALL feed ideas into the market research questions in next two weeks.  
ACTION: DK circulate the student’s bio to the board 

 

DK asked for any further comments on the Strategic Plan. The Board is satisfied with 

the current plan. Discussion around matching grants, sponsorship and other avenues of 

funding to alleviate the pressure on retail and education sectors of RG. 

 
7. CEO UPDATE  
Discussed as circulated. 

 
 
8. CURRENT ISSUES FOR BOARD CONSIDERATION   

1. Artist in Residency – discussed and noted  
2. 40th Anniversary celebration: Staff have been working hard to plan and promote 

the celebration and there is a lot of goodwill in the community providing support 

for the event. 

 
9. OTHER ISSUES  

1. Board Vacancy discussed: the Board’s current membership could benefit from 

expanded skills base and age range. Board resolved to target new members 

through external groups to expand diversity. 

ACTION: DK to identify potential new Board member via organisation that 

promotes experiential opportunities for young people to be members of 

Boards. 

 
RG Lease: the lease be discussed at the next board meeting.  Surveyor to be 

retained so that RG's actual space is accurately surveyed. 

 
ACTION: Dare to circulate the latest lease measurements (provided by ARCCO) 

and information to the Board prior the next board meeting 
  


